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QUESTION 1

How can REST API commands be run to manage and monitor an XtremIO cluster? 

A. From the REST API CLI built into each X-Brick 

B. From the REST API GUI built into each X-Brick 

C. From a third-party GUI 

D. From the REST API tab in the XMS GUI 

Correct Answer: C 

The XtremIO\\'s RESTful API allows HTTPS-based interface for automation, orchestration, query and provisioning of the
system. With the API, third party applications can be used to control and fully administer the array. 

Normally you would access the API using some form of programming/scripting language, such as Python or Perl.
However for the purposes of learning or testing concepts there are a number of tools that work better, such as
HTTPRrequester and curl. 

* 

Curl is a command-line tool that exists in all Linux distributions, and is available for most other Unix OSes as well as
Windows. To use curl to access XtremIO you\\'ll need to pass it a few options, such as the username/password to
access the array (any valid account on the XtremIO XMS will work), the URL of the API, and potentially a few options
such as -k to tell curl not to validate the SSL certificate (presuming you don\\'t have a valid certificate installed), and -s
(silent) to stop curl displaying it\\'s progress as it downloads the response. 

* 

HTTPRequester is a browser extension that is available for both Chrome and Firefox. As with for curl, you\\'ll need to
provide a username/password, which is done by clicking on the 

"Authentication..." box, which adds two boxes below the URL for the username and the password. 
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References: https://blog.docbert.org/using-the-xtremio-rest-api-part-1/ 

 

QUESTION 2

A physical XtremIO Management Server (XMS) has failed and requires replacement. Which two software packages are
required for recovery? 

A. XMS image and OVA image 

B. Xtremapp and OVA image 

C. XMS image and Xtremapp 

D. Xtremapp and MPIO 

Correct Answer: C 

The first step is to re-install the XMS image, in the event it is a physical XMS then you may install an image 

via a USB flash drive or for a virtual XMS simply deploy the provided VMware OVA image. 

The following step is to upload the XMS software to the images directory of the XMS and login with install 

mode ........ 

Once logged into the XMS console with xinstall then perform the following sequence of steps: 

1. Configuration 

5. Perform XMS installation only 
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11. Run XMS Recovery 

Options to choose when running the "XMS Recovery": 

References: https://davidring.ie/2015/02/20/emc-xtremio-redeploying-xms-xtremio-management-server/ 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has decided to use VMware Horizon View as their desktop virtualization technology. Their VDI environment
will consist of XtremIO storage and ESXi hosts. They are looking for increased speed and low latencies while
performing file copy operations. 

What should the setting for VAAI XCOPY I/O size be set to in order to achieve this requirement? 

A. 8 kB 

B. 63 kB 

C. 256 kB 

D. 4 MB 

Correct Answer: C 

The VAAI XCOPY I/O size of 256 kB gives the best performance. 4 MB is the default value. 
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References: https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-papers/h14279-wp-vmware-horizon-xtremio-
designconsiderations.pdf, page 57 

 

QUESTION 4

A storage administrator is configuring SAN switches and zoning to connect an eight X-Brick XtremIO array. A VMware
ESXi server is hosted on a blade chassis with 16 HBA ports. In addition, the SAN is composed of two separate SAN
switches. 

What is the recommended XtremIO best practice for zoning? 

A. Two HBA connections per host connected to a single switch Multiple initiators/multiple targets per zone Maximum of
4 paths for each LUN per zone 

B. Connect a single storage controller to the first switch Connect a second storage controller to the second switch Single
initiator/multiple targets per zone Maximum of 6 paths for each LUN per zone 

C. Connect all N1 storage controllers to the first switch Connect N2 storage controllers to the second switch Multipath all
host ports to single LUNs per zone Maximum of 4 paths for each LUN per zone 

D. Multiple HBA connections per host Single initiator/single target per zone Maximum of 2 paths to each X-Brick for
each initiator Each host connected to each SAN switch 

Correct Answer: B 

In an environment where a host with two HBAs (VMware Best Practice) is connected to two fabrics and storage array
with two Storage Controllers (EMC VNX, for example) the host will have four paths to a LUN: 2 Controllers x 2 HBAs = 4
paths 

If you go to the extreme and configure your XtremIO with eight X-Brick, you have 16 controllers. Again, two HBAs per
host and the max number of LUNs you can attach to an ESXi host will be 32... I understand, different OS\\'es may have
different limits than VMware and this logic will not be applicable. 

If you have hit the limit of 1024 paths per host (1024 / 4 controllers / 2 HBAs = 128 LUNs) and need to provision more
LUNs, the best way will be to re-zone the host to limit the number of X-Bricks / Controllers the host HBA can connect to. 

The following diagram displays the logical connection topology for 4 paths. 
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Incorrect Answers: 

D: Eliminate single-initiator to single-target zones. 

References: http://vstrong.info/2015/11/18/vmware-host-zoning-for-multi-x-brick-emc-xtremio-storagearray/ 

 

QUESTION 5

A new 500 GB VM disk is created on a database that resides on an XtremIO LUN. The VMware administrator plans to
provision the disk using the thick provisioned eager zeroed format. 

How much physical XtremIO capacity will be allocated during this process? 

A. 5 GB 

B. 10 GB 

C. 50 GB 

D. None 

Correct Answer: D 

XtremIO storage is natively thin provisioned, using a small internal block size. This provides fine-grained resolution for
the thin provisioned space. All volumes in the system are thin provisioned, meaning that the system consumes capacity
only when it is actually needed. XtremIO determines where to place the unique data blocks physically inside the cluster
after it calculates their fingerprint IDs. Therefore, it never preallocates or thick-provisions storage space before writing. 

References: Introduction to the EMC XtremIO STORAGE ARRAY (April 2015), page 22 

 

QUESTION 6
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A user attempts to create a quorum disk for a host cluster. Volume parameters are: Size = 1000 kB Name 1MB_Vol 

However, the volume creation fails. What caused the process to fail? 

A. Quorum disks cannot have an 8kB block size 

B. Volume size is too small 

C. Volume name is invalid 

D. XtremIO volumes cannot be quorum disks 

Correct Answer: B 

The volume size must be specified in MB, GB, TB, and not in KB. 

Incorrect Answers: 

D: Quorum disks on XtremIO The SAN Volume Controller cluster will select disks that are presented by the XtremIO
storage system as quorum disks. To maintain availability for the cluster, ideally each quorum disk should reside on a
separate disk subsystem. 

The quorum device can be any disk device that is shared between two or more nodes. EMC Symmetrix, VNX series, or
XtremIO devices are commonly used for this purpose. 

References: https://vcdx133.com/2014/09/14/emc-xtremio-provisioning-a-lun/ 

 

QUESTION 7

An administrator receives an error on an XtremIO array while performing snapshot refreshes to a production volume.
What is a potential cause for this issue? 

A. Refresh of the production volume is not supported 

B. Volume was not unmapped on the XtremIO cluster 

C. Only snapshot-to-snapshot refresh is supported 

D. Volume was not unmounted on the host 

Correct Answer: D 

The workflow for refreshing XtremIO Snapshots, containing Oracle Database files, consists of the following five simple
steps: 

1. 

Shut down the database instances with files in the target Snapshot Set. 

2. 

Dismount the ASM disk group (or file systems) involved. 

3. 
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Refresh the Snapshot via XtremIO GUI (or CLI or RESTful API). 

4. 

Mount the ASM disk groups (or file system) involved. 

5. 

Start the database instances. 

This entire workflow is measured in seconds (not minutes). 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: The refresh command is a powerful tool for test and development environments and for the offline processing use
case. With a single command, a snapshot of the production volume or CG is taken and the SCSI face of the volume,
which was mapped to the test and development application, is moved to it. This allows the test and development
application to work on current data without the need to copy data or to rescan. 

References: https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-papers/h14485-xtremio-snapshot-refresh-oracledatabases.pdf, page
8 

 

QUESTION 8

When using the XtremIO PoC Toolkit, what is the purpose of the Age phase? 

A. Continuously write to a specific range of logical block addresses to test Flash durability 

B. Overwrite each LUN multiple times to ensure they contain all unique data 

C. Test the performance of the All-Flash array with non-production static data 

D. Scatter writes across the entire array to simulate ordinary use of the system 

Correct Answer: D 

Proceed with filesystem aging by doing random overwrite cycles. 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer has an existing Oracle environment they are considering moving over to XtremIO from VMAX for improved
performance. The customer wants to know the expected deduplication and compression savings they can achieve with
XtremIO. 

Which tool is appropriate for conducting this assessment? 

A. EMC Backup Tool 

B. EMC Storage Tool 

C. XtremIO Sizing Tool 

D. EMC MiTrend Tool 
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Correct Answer: D 

MiTrend has been available for EMC Employees and Partners for years, but it\\'s a valuable tool that Customers can
take advantage of also. And the price is awesome. It\\'s FREE ! 

Use it for VNX, Clariion, VMAX, and many more. 

References: http://www.pragmaticio.com/2014/11/mitrend-self-service-performance-analysis-for-emc-vnx/ 

 

QUESTION 10

Which actions are initiated when a snapshot is created on an XtremIO array? 

A. Parent object becomes read only and two auxiliary volumes are created 

B. Parent object remains writeable and one auxiliary volume is created 

C. Parent object remains writeable and two auxiliary volumes are created 

D. Parent object becomes read only and one auxiliary volume is created 

Correct Answer: A 

When a copy is created, the volume\\'s existing metadata becomes an "ancestor" entity (parent object) that is shared
between the production volume and the copy. New empty containers are created for subsequent changes to both the
production volume and the virtual copy volume. Therefore, the act of creating a copy is instantaneous and involves no
data or metadata copies. 
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References: https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-paper/h13035-wp-introduction-to-xtremiosnapshots.pdf, pages 18 

 

QUESTION 11

You have worked with a customer to successfully evaluate their existing server environment using the MiTrend data
analysis tool. You have collected the resulting reports and aggregated the data set. You determine the customer\\'s
application workload generates a 50:50 read/write ratio with an average of 500K IOPs during peak business hours. 

Which recommended XtremIO model meets the customer\\'s needs? 

A. Starter X-Brick cluster 

B. Single X-Brick cluster 

C. Two X-Brick cluster 

D. Four X-Brick cluster 

Correct Answer: D 
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References: https://store.emc.com/en-us/Product-Family/EMC-XtremIO-Products/EMC-XtremIO-All-FlashScale-Out-
Array/p/EMC-XtremIO-Flash-Scale-Out 

 

QUESTION 12

You have conducted a meeting with a company\\'s Chief Technology Officer (CTO). The CTO wants an XtremIO
solution to meet their business needs. The CTO wants you to review the proposed solution with their desktop
administrator to identify any additional requirements. 

What are two key considerations to discuss with the desktop administrator? 

A. Rapid desktop deployment and operational ease of use 

B. Application response time and rapid boot times 

C. Sufficient capacity and performance 

D. Ease of management and ability to customize end-user desktops 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 13

A customer has the following requirements for their VDI deployment: Greater than 1000 desktops with the ability to grow
10% for the next 3 years Low latency boot volumes General purpose NAS for home directories Remote replication with
the ability to snap at every write Capable of delivering 100 IOPs per desktop 

Which EMC technologies should be recommended? 

A. XtremIO, RecoverPoint CRR, and VPLEX only 

B. VSPEX Blue, RecoverPoint CDP, and VNX 

C. Isilon, VSPEX Blue, VPLEX, and RecoverPoint CDP 

D. XtremIO, RecoverPoint CRR, VPLEX, and Isilon 
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Correct Answer: A 

The EMC RecoverPoint family provides cost-effective, local continuous data protection (CDP), continuous remote
replication (CRR), and continuous local and remote replication (CLR) that allows for any-point-intime data recovery and
a new "snap and replicate" mechanism for local and remote replication (XRP). 

Splitter-based replication, using VPLEX RecoverPoint splitter-based replication provides synchronous replication,
continuous replication with fine recovery granularity (journal based), and replication for active-active datacenters. 

References: Introduction to the EMC XtremIO STORAGE ARRAY (April 2015), page 52 

 

QUESTION 14

A storage administrator wants to add a volume to their XtremIO storage array using the RESTful API. Which RESTful
method should be used to complete this task? 

A. HTTP POST 

B. HTTP PATCH 

C. HTTP LINK D. HTTP PUT 

Correct Answer: A 

An example of a generic wrapper function that queries XtremIO REST API using HTTP/POST to create a new object
with specified properties. 

References: https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-papers/h14980-wp-accelerate-sql-lifecyclemanagement.pdf 

 

QUESTION 15
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Refer to the Exhibit. 

A customer has the following XtremIO environment: Read/write ratio is 3:1 I/O size is 8K Write pattern is random Data is
compressible 

If an application generates 100,000 IOPS of traffic, how many RPAs are needed to replicate the traffic from one
XtremIO array to another XtremIO array over IP? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: C 

Required bandwidth= 100,000 * 8 * 1024 bytes Provided bandwidth between XtremIO arrays with compression over
Fiber Channel: 300 * 1024 * 1024 bytes 

Required number of RPAs: 100,000 * 8 * 1024 / (300 * 1024 * 1024) = 800,000 / (300 * 1024) = 2.6. Three RPAs would
be enough. 
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